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In Time, Unincorporated, the best essays and commentary from a range of Doctor Who fanzines are collected and here made available to a
wider audience. In spirit, this series picks up the torch from Virgin’s Licence Denied collection (1997), concentrating some of the most
delightful, insightful and strange writings on Doctor Who into a single source. Volume 1 of this series collects 15 years of Doctor Who-related
essays and articles by Lance Parkin, one of the highest-regarded Doctor Who novelists. The cornerstone of this edition is a year-by-year
survey and analysis of Doctor Who that Parkin wrote for the 40th Anniversary of Doctor Who (updated to the present), as well as a myriad of
Parkin’s articles and columns from the fanzines Enlightenment and Matrix. Also included: Parkin’s original pitch for the celebrated Doctor
Who novel The Infinity Doctors (1998), his extensive advice on the art of writing and more.
It's a trivia quiz! It's an episode guide! It's bigger on the inside than the outside! Test your knowledge of the most popular, enduring sciencefiction series in the world with this comprehensive Doctor Who trivia quiz. With more than 1000 questions, covering every period in the
program's five-decade history, it's the ultimate challenge for fans of television's #1 cult classic. In these pages, you'll find questions like: Who
knitted the Fourth Doctor's trademark scarf? "The Doctor's Daughter" guest star Georgia Moffett is the real-life daughter of what former
Doctor Who star? What alien race built the Genesis Ark? The first episode of Doctor Who was broadcast just one day after what real-life
tragedy? How many holes are there inside the lock on the TARDIS door? Dalek creator Terry Nation co-produced what iconic 1980s U.S
action series? Are you ready to put your Time Lord expertise on trial? Can you be the Master of Doctor Who minutiae? Only time will tell....
Don J. Krouskop is a critic, film/TV historian, screenwriter, and rabid Doctor Who fan. He lives with his wife, four dogs, and four cats in
Columbus, Ohio.
For the first time ever, Titan Comics proudly presents the Daleks! Part of the BBC’s epic multi-platform crossover event, Time Lord
Victorious, Eisner-nominated writer Jodie Houser (Supergirl) and fan-favorite artist Roberta Ingranata (Witchblade) send the Tenth Doctor (as
played by David Tennant) on another spectacular adventure! After awakening in an alternate reality where the Time War never took place,
the Tenth Doctor is recruited by his deadly nemeses, the Daleks, to defeat a terror that even they fear. Can the Doctor make peace with his
enemies in order to stop this unknown monster from the Dark Times as it seeks to extinguish all life in the universe?! Jump aboard the
incredible time-travelling experience everyone’s talking about! Collects Doctor Who: Time Lord Victorious #1-2. “I can’t praise the team of
Jody Houser and Roberta Ingranata enough… 10 out of 10.” – Flickering Myth
Sourced from the controversial reviews of www.kasterborous.com, this book charts the return of Doctor Who in 2005 with the episode Rose
and via regenerations and new companions takes the reader through to the departure of the man who brought the show back, Russell T
Davies.
At over 90,000 words, this is the most comprehensive fan guide yet published to the 2012-2013 season of Doctor Who. After the first part of
the season provided an emotional ending to the Doctor's travels with his friends Amy and Rory, Steven Moffat presented an innovative and
intriguing new mystery, as the Doctor puzzled over the “woman twice dead” that is Clara Oswald, who had the most spectacular
introduction(s) of any companion. This series was the most demanding yet for Moffat; no other Doctor Who showrunner had previously faced
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an assignment like writing a series finale, an anniversary story, and a combined Christmas Special/Doctor finale in quick succession. We are
with Moffat every step of the way as he rises to this unique challenge. The format of this book is the same as our previous Doctor Who
guides. Steven Cooper has written excellent detailed analyses of each episode, which Slant Magazine published online in their House Next
Door blog soon after each episode was broadcast. In this way, Steven’s reviews provide an invaluable record of how a long-standing fan
reacted to each twist of the plot as it occurred. House Next Door published Steven’s 2013 episode reviews in abridged form; he then
expanded upon his analyses, so this book contains far more of his insights than those published online. Kevin Mahoney then follows
Steven’s analyses with his reviews, which he wrote from the perspective of having watched the entire series. This enabled him to gauge
exactly how Steven Moffat had put this season together, and to assess the success of his various hoodwinks and sleights of hand. In this
series, Steven Moffat was just as ambitious as ever - perhaps too ambitious at times, when the scripting became uneven or the production
team was not able to realize an episode as well as they might have done. Despite this, there were several episodes that rank among the best
of the show's achievements, which we applaud in this celebration of Doctor Who's 50th Anniversary.
Lucie Miller's been headhunted to join the staff of Hulbert Logistics, a respectable blue-chip firm in Telford. GReat prospects, competitive
salary - you don't have to be mad to work here! But wasn't she made for better things, like travelling by TARDIS through time and space? The
Doctor, meanwhile, has been fired - into a confrontation with the most terrifying of enemies...
A new edition of the ultimate and most essential guide to Doctor Who, now updated to include all thirteen incarnations of the Doctor and
covering all her newest adventures from Series 11. With fascinating facts from all of space and time, as well as information on the Doctor's
helpful companions and fearsome foes, this book will tell all about the Doctor's TARDIS, her regenerations, and much, much more!
Philosophers look at the deeper issues raised by the adventures of Doctor Who, the main character in the long-running science fiction TV
series of the same name. Original.

Travel with the Doctor in this essential companion for the modern Doctor Who era Since its return to British television in 2005,
through its 50th anniversary in 2013, to its historic casting of actress Jodie Whittaker in the title role, Doctor Who continues to be
one of the most popular series in Britain and all over the world. Who Is The Doctor 2 is a guide to the new series of Doctor Who
starring Matt Smith, Peter Capaldi, and Jodie Whittaker. Every episode in series 7 to 11, as well as the 50th anniversary specials,
is examined, analyzed, and discussed in thoughtful detail, highlighting the exhilarating moments, the connections to Doctor Who
lore, the story arcs, the relationships, the goofs, the accumulated trivia and much, much more. Designed for die-hard Whovians
and Who newbies alike, Who Is The Doctor 2 explores time and space with the Doctor and chronicles the imagination that has
made Doctor Who an iconic part of culture for over 50 years.
"I'M THE DOCTOR, AND I'D VERY MUCH LIKE TO KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING IN MY HOUSE..." Get ready for an all-new
season of comics adventures featuring the Eighth Doctor, as played by Paul McGann in the Doctor Who movie, fan-favorite
minisode Night of the Doctor... and over fourteen years (and counting!) of astounding Big Finish audio spectaculars! Five amazing,
interconnected new stories take the Doctor on a rollercoaster of threat and misadventure, as he investigates the mysteries
surrounding his new companion Josie. Victorian magic shows, murderous trees, lost books, crystalline life-forms, barges in space
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crammed with the undead... and the grand journey all begins in a sleepy Welsh town... besieged by living paintings!
This collection of fresh essays addresses a broad range of topics in the BBC science fiction television series Doctor Who, both old
(1963–1989) and new (2005–present). The book begins with the fan: There are essays on how the show is viewed and identified
with, fan interactions with each other, reactions to changes, the wilderness years when it wasn’t in production. Essays then look at
the ways in which the stories are told (e.g., their timeliness, their use of time travel as a device, etc.). After discussing the stories
and devices and themes, the essays turn to looking at the Doctor’s female companions and how they evolve, are used, and
changed by their journey with the Doctor.
Over the past half-century Doctor Who has defined science fiction television. The women in the series—from orphans and heroic
mothers to seductresses and clever teachers—flourish in their roles yet rarely surmount them. Some companions rescue the Doctor
and charm viewers with their technical brilliance, while others only scream for rescue. The villainesses dazzle with their cruelty,
from the Rani to Cassandra and Missy. Covering all of the series—classic and new—along with Class, K9, Torchwood, The Sarah
Jane Adventures, novels, comics and Big Finish Audio adventures, this book examines the women archetypes in Doctor Who.
The celebration of Doctor Who's 50th anniversary continues! The Eighth Doctor takes the spotlight in this issue of a 12-part epic
adventure featuring all 11 incarnations of the Doctor! After helping him defeat the Master, the Doctor attempts to convince Grace
Holloway to join him on his travels, in this untold tale!
The Twelfth Doctor grapples with two deadly small towns in this brand-new collection, kicking off Year Three! It’s the return of fanfavorite comics companion, space bassist Hattie, as the Doctor takes her for the best fish and chips in the galaxy. But there’s
something ancient and unknowable beneath the waves of the 1970s seaside town where they end up – something that weaves
itself into Hattie’s dreams and drags itself up onto land in mounds of shambling seaweed. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 11.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Writers George Mann (Doctor
Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen) and James Peaty (Supergirl) team up with artists Mariano Laclaustra and Warren Pleece to
chart the terrifying, continuing adventures of the Twelfth Doctor. Collects Doctor Who: The Twelfth Doctor #3.1 - 4
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages:
34. Chapters: Dominion, Alien Bodies, The Eight Doctors, Emotional Chemistry, Anachrophobia, Escape Velocity, Placebo Effect,
The Gallifrey Chronicles, Unnatural History, Hope, The Ancestor Cell, Halflife, War of the Daleks, The Burning, Sometime Never...,
The Face-Eater, The Bodysnatchers, Longest Day, Genocide, Vanderdeken's Children, The Sleep of Reason, Kursaal, History
101, Legacy of the Daleks, Reckless Engineering, The Janus Conjunction, Dreamstone Moon, Mad Dogs and Englishmen, The
Blue Angel, The Slow Empire, Trading Futures, The Tomorrow Windows, Beltempest, Interference: Book Two, The Shadows of
Avalon, The Taking of Planet 5, Seeing I, Option Lock, Vampire Science, The Last Resort, Interference: Book One, To the
Slaughter, Grimm Reality, The Domino Effect, The Crooked World, The Year of Intelligent Tigers, The Adventuress of Henrietta
Street, The Banquo Legacy, Camera Obscura, The Turing Test, Time Zero, Frontier Worlds, The Taint, The Deadstone Memorial,
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Revolution Man, EarthWorld, The Fall of Yquatine, The Scarlet Empress, Parallel 59, Autumn Mist, Timeless, The City of the
Dead, The Space Age, Father Time, The Infinity Race, Vanishing Point, Coldheart, The Book of the Still, Eater of Wasps,
Demontage, Dark Progeny, Casualties of War, Endgame. Excerpt: The Eighth Doctor Adventures (sometimes abbreviated as EDA
or referred to as the EDAs) are a series of spin off novels based on the long running BBC science fiction television series Doctor
Who and published under the BBC Books imprint. 73 books were published overall. Like all spin-off media, their canonicity in
relation to the television series is open to interpretation. Between 1991 and 1997, Virgin Publishing had been producing a
successful series of spin off novels under the New Adventures and Missing Adventures ranges. However, following the Doctor
Who...
Edinburgh, 1850. The Doctor and Josie Day visit a mysterious magic show, one which is replacing audience members with
'Silvered' duplicates, mirror dimension reflections who jealously watch their real-world counterparts! With the deadly
doppelgangers causing chaos, can the Doctor and Josie escape the magician's grasp and avoid being Silvered themselves?
The Eighth Doctor and Josie Day start a universe-wide investigation! First stop ¨C Lumin's World, home to a raging war between the nearextinct Calexi and the crystalline Spherions! When Josie is wounded in the crossfire, it's up to the Doctor to strike a peace ¨C and find a cure
¨C before she dies!
How well do you know Doctor Who? This Quiz book will test even the most avid fan, with questions that span all eleven incarnations of the
Doctor, his companions and enemies! Test yourself and your friends with this Doctor Who Quiz Book.
It's the final stop on the Eighth Doctor's enigmatic to-do list: a Bakri Resurrection Barge, where the super-rich are 'remade' into luxurious
artificial bodies after corporeal death. But the resurrectees are dying... their bodies rebelling against their implanted minds! And what is the
shocking truth Josie has been hiding from the Doctor?
Dashing across time and space, the Eighth Doctor has had many adventures, but his greatest challenge – the Time War – is yet to come.
Reeling from the loss of his dear friends Amy and Rory, the Eleventh Doctor is looking to escape reality and just have a bit of fun. Neither
Doctor expects what’s about to happen next…
Doctor Who: The Eighth Doctor #1Titan Comics
This volume builds on previous notions of transmedia practices to develop the concept of transtexts, in order to account for both the industrial
and user-generated contributions to the cross-media expansion of a story universe. On the one hand exists industrial transmedia texts,
produced by supposedly authoritative authors or entities and directed to active audiences in the aim of fostering engagement. On the other
hand are fan-produced transmedia texts, primarily intended for fellow members of the fan communities, with the Internet allowing for
connections and collaboration between fans. Through both case studies and more general analyses of audience participation and reception,
employing the artistic, marketing, textual, industrial, cultural, social, geographical, technological, historical, financial and legal perspectives,
this multidisciplinary collection aims to expand our understanding of both transmedia storytelling and fan-produced transmedia texts.
When the Eighth Doctor's granddaughter and companions find themselves in the execution block on the Isle of Dogs, the Doctor has no
choice but to help the British Army refine its ultimate weapon--time travel. All ages.
The Who's Who of Doctor Who is the must-have handbook exploring the dynamic cast of characters in Doctor Who over the past half
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century. With a heavy focus on the past three doctors, including Matt Smith.

p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri;
min-height: 14.0px} p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 11.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} When the Doctor and his companions are drawn to a seemingly empty transport
vessel in deep space, they’re pulled into an impossible conflict – between the robotic Heavenly Host… and the Weeping
Angels! Featuring the Twelfth Doctor and fan-favorite companions Bill, Nardole, and Missy… along with some other
familiar faces! Writer Ricahrd Dinnick teams up with artists Francesco Manna (Vampirella, Witchblade), Pasquale
Qualano (Batman ’66, DC Comics Bombshells) to navigate the thrilling climax of the Twelfth Doctor Year Three comics
adventues! Collects Doctor Who: The Twelfth Doctor #3.10 – 13 “Genuine humor, mystery, and tension.” – Docto Who
News “You’re doing yourself an injustice if you’re not reading these books!” – Outright Geekery “This comic
accomplishes an amazing feat… 9 out of 10.” – Comicosity
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources
online. Commentary (novels not included). Pages: 35. Chapters: Eighth Doctor Adventures, Dominion, Alien Bodies, The
Eight Doctors, Emotional Chemistry, Anachrophobia, Escape Velocity, Placebo Effect, The Gallifrey Chronicles,
Unnatural History, Hope, The Ancestor Cell, Halflife, The Dying Days, War of the Daleks, The Burning, Sometime
Never..., The Face-Eater, The Bodysnatchers, Longest Day, Genocide, Vanderdeken's Children, The Sleep of Reason,
Kursaal, History 101, Legacy of the Daleks, Reckless Engineering, The Janus Conjunction, Dreamstone Moon,
Wolfsbane, Fear Itself, Mad Dogs and Englishmen, The Blue Angel, The Slow Empire, Trading Futures, The Tomorrow
Windows, Beltempest, Interference: Book Two, The Shadows of Avalon, The Taking of Planet 5, Seeing I, Option Lock,
Vampire Science, The Last Resort, Interference: Book One, To the Slaughter, Grimm Reality, The Domino Effect, The
Crooked World, The Year of Intelligent Tigers, The Adventuress of Henrietta Street, The Eye of the Tyger, The Banquo
Legacy, Camera Obscura, The Turing Test, Time Zero, Frontier Worlds, The Taint, The Deadstone Memorial, Revolution
Man, EarthWorld, The Fall of Yquatine, The Scarlet Empress, Parallel 59, Autumn Mist, Timeless, The City of the Dead,
The Space Age, Father Time, The Infinity Race, Vanishing Point, Coldheart, The Book of the Still, Eater of Wasps,
Demontage, Dark Progeny, Casualties of War, Endgame. Excerpt: The Eighth Doctor Adventures (sometimes
abbreviated as EDA or referred to as the EDAs) are a series of spin off novels based on the long running BBC science
fiction television series Doctor Who and published under the BBC Books imprint. 73 books were published overall. Like
all spin-off media, their canonicity in relation to the television series is open to interpretation. Between 1991 and 1997,
Virgin Publishing had been producing a successful...
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Science has always been part of Doctor Who. The first episode featured scenes in a science laboratory and a science
teacher, and the 2020 season's finale highlighted a scientist's key role in Time Lord history. Hundreds of scientific
characters, settings, inventions, and ethical dilemmas populated the years in between. Behind the scenes, Doctor Who's
original remit was to teach children about science, and in the 1960s it even had a scientific advisor. This is the first book
to explore this scientific landscape from a broad spectrum of research fields: from astronomy, genetics, linguistics,
computing, history, sociology and science communication through gender, media and literature studies. Contributors ask:
What sort of scientist is the Doctor? How might the TARDIS translation circuit and regeneration work? Did the Doctor
change sex or gender when regenerating into Jodie Whittaker? How do Doctor Who's depictions of the Moon and other
planets compare to the real universe? Why was the program obsessed with energy in the 1960s and 1970s, Victorian
scientists and sciences then and now, or with dinosaurs at any time? Do characters like Missy and the Rani make good
scientist role models? How do Doctor Who technical manuals and public lectures shape public ideas about science?
Since its inception in November 1963, the British science fiction television series Doctor Who has exerted an enormous
impact on the world of science fiction (over 1,500 books have been written about the show). The series follows the
adventures of a mysterious "Time Lord" from the distant planet Gallifrey who travels through time and space to fight evil
and injustice. Along the way, he has visited Rome under the rule of Nero, played backgammon with Kublai Khan, and
participated in the mythic gunfight at the O.K. Corral. Predating the Star Trek phenomenon by three years, Doctor Who
seriously dealt with continuing characters, adult genre principles and futuristic philosophies. Critical and historical
examinations of the ideas, philosophies, conceits and morals put forth in the Doctor Who series, which ran for 26
seasons and 159 episodes, are provided here. Also analyzed are thematic concepts, genre antecedents, the overall
cinematography and the special effects of the long-running cult favorite. The various incarnations of Doctor Who,
including television, stage, film, radio, and spin-offs are discussed. In addition, the book provides an extensive listing of
print, Internet, and fan club resources for Doctor Who.
Eleven Doctors, eleven months, eleven stories: a year-long celebration of Doctor Who! The most exciting names in
children's fiction each create their own unique adventure about the time-travelling Time Lord. In a small town in the
Nevada desert, an alien pathogen has reduced the entire population to a seething mass of black slime. When the Eighth
Doctor arrives, he realises this latest threat to humanity is horrifyingly familiar - it is a virus which almost annihilated his
entire race, the Time Lords... Author Alex Scarrow puts his own unique spin on the Doctor's amazing adventures through
time and space.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources
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online. Pages: 42. Chapters: Eighth Doctor, Fourth Doctor, Tenth Doctor, Ninth Doctor, List of actors who have played
the Doctor, Seventh Doctor, Sixth Doctor, Eleventh Doctor, Fifth Doctor, First Doctor, Third Doctor, Second Doctor, List of
actors considered for the part of the Doctor, Shalka Doctor, Dr. Who. Excerpt: The Eighth Doctor is the eighth incarnation
of the protagonist of the long-running BBC television science-fiction series Doctor Who. He was portrayed by Paul
McGann. Though he appeared in only one TV film, his adventures are extensively portrayed in other media. Within the
series' narrative, the Doctor is a centuries-old alien, a Time Lord from the planet Gallifrey, who travels in time in his
TARDIS, frequently with companions. When the Doctor is critically injured, he can regenerate his body but in doing so
gains a new physical appearance and with it, a distinct new personality. McGann portrays the eighth such incarnation, a
passionate, enthusiastic and eccentric character. His only companion in the television movie is Grace Holloway (Daphne
Ashbrook), a medical doctor whose surgery is responsible for triggering his regeneration. In the continued adventures of
the character depicted in audio dramas, novels and comic books he travels alongside numerous other companions,
including self styled "Edwardian Adventuress" Charley, the alien Destrii and present-day humans Lucie and Sam. The
Eighth Doctor is the first since the original incarnation (portrayed by the late William Hartnell) not to have his face appear
in the opening title sequence. This trend would continue throughout the revived series with the Ninth, Tenth and Eleventh
Doctors. A deadly confrontation between the Doctor and the Master.The Eighth Doctor made his first and only television
appearance in the 1996 Doctor Who television movie, the first time the Doctor had...
When Sydney Newman conceived the idea for Doctor Who in 1963, he envisioned a show in which the Doctor and his
companions would visit and observe, but not interfere with, events in history. That plan was dropped early on and the
Doctor has happily meddled with historical events for decades. This collection of new essays examines how the Doctor's
engagement with history relates to Britain's colonial past, nostalgia for village life, Norse myths, alternate history, and the
impact of historical decisions on the present.
The Eighth Doctor clashes with a new host of enemies in this latest collection of classic adventures! This volume features
seven amazing stories: "Ophidius," "Beautiful Freak," "The Way of All Flesh," "Children of the Revolution," "Me and My
Shadow," "Uroboros," and "Oblivion!" Includes a newly-extended conclusion to the poll-winning Dalek strip "Children of
the Revolution," a bonus strip ("Character Assassin") featuring the Doctor's arch-enemy the Master, plus a fascinating,
22-page, behind-the-scenes feature in which writer Scott Gray reveals background information on the stories' origins,
alongside never-before-seen sketches and character designs from artists Martin Geraghty, Lee Sullivan, John Ross and
Adrian Salmon.
Rose Tyler was mysteriously pulled from her life in an alternate universe to ours, where she encountered the Eighth Doctor - a regeneration
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who does not know her. Meanwhile, the Eleventh Doctor, desperately attempting a holiday, is summoned by none other than the Bad Wolf
Empress - another Rose Tyler!
The Eighth Doctor, as played by Paul McGann, is shocked to find one of his old houses on Earth has been taken over by a young artist, Josie
Day ¨C an artist whose paintings are inexplicably coming to life. The search for the shocking truth of Josie¡¯s powers sends the pair on an
epic quest through time and space ¨C from a shattering test of faith in a civil war, to a creepy Victorian magic show, a cursed stately home,
and a final revelation in the stars! Writer George Mann (Engines of War, Newbury and Hobbes) and artist Emma Vieceli (Jem, Young
Avengers, Breaks) bring back this much-loved incarnation of the Doctor with passion and flair! Collects Doctor Who: The Eighth Doctor #1-5
"Hits all the right buttons" ¨C Fandom Post "Outstanding! The Eighth Doctor¡¯s adventures continue to shine the brightest!" ¨C Sci Fi Pulse
"Bright and engaging: displays witty, romantic charm!" Kasterborous
The Doctor celebrates the holidays the only ways she can – with mystery, danger and a little help from her friends! Join the Thirteenth Doctor,
Ryan, Graham and Yaz as they find themselves caught in a deadly game of chance! What follows is a magical, memory-altering adventure
through space, featuring aliens, elves, toy soldiers, and… could it be… Santa!? From Eisner-nominated writer Jody Houser and fan-favorite
artist Roberta Ingranata comes a time-travelling tale like you’ve never seen before… Collects Doctor Who: The Thirteenth Doctor Holiday
Special #1 and 2. “Continues to brilliantly illustrate the versatility of Doctor Who in comic-book form.” – Blogtor Who “Pure brilliance.” – The
Paradise of Words “Delightfully quirky and very suspenseful.” – Women Write About Comics
American Remakes of British Television: Transformations and Mistranslations, edited by Carlen Lavigne and Heather Marcovitch, is an
international, multidisciplinary collection exploring a specific set of television remakes (including The Office, Life on Mars, Sanford and Son,
What Not to Wear, and others) through the lenses of communications studies, English, history, psychology and cultural studies. What does it
mean to remake a television program? What does the process of 'Americanization' entail? What might the success or failure of a remade
series tell us about the differences between American and British producers and audiences? The analysis in this volume results in a rich and
multifaceted overview of approaches to global television studies.
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